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(57) ABSTRACT 
A robotic system includes a humanoid robot with robotic 
joints each moveable using an actuator(s), and a distributed 
controller for controlling the movement of each of the robotic 
joints. The controller includes a visual perception module 
(VPM) for visually identifying and tracking an object in the 
field of view of the robot under threshold lighting conditions. 
The VPM includes optical devices for collecting an image of 
the object, a positional extraction device, and a host machine 
having an algorithm for processing the image and positional 
information. The algorithm visually identifies and tracks the 
object, and automatically adapts an exposure time of the 
optical devices to prevent feature data loss of the image under 
the threshold lighting conditions. A method of identifying and 
tracking the object includes collecting the image, extracting 
positional information of the obj ect, and automatically adapt-
ing the exposure time to thereby prevent feature data loss of 
the image. 
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VISUAL PERCEPTION SYSTEM AND 
METHOD FOR A HUMANOID ROBOT 
STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 
This invention was made with government support under 
NASA Space Act Agreement number SAA-AT-07-003. The 
government may have certain rights in the invention. 
TECHNICAL FIELD 
The present invention relates to the control of a humanoid 
robot, and in particular to a system and a method for auto-
matically finding, tracking, and measuring various features 
and/or objects in the field of view of the humanoid robot. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
Robots are automated or autonomous devices that are able 
to manipulate objects using a series of rigid links, which in 
turn are interconnected via articulations or motor-driven 
robotic joints. Each joint in a typical robot represents an 
independent control variable, also referred to as a degree of 
freedom (DOE). End-effectors are the particular links used 
for performing a task at hand, e.g., grasping a work tool or 
other object. Therefore, precise motion control of a robot may 
be organized by the level of task specification: object level 
control, i.e., the ability to control the behavior of an object 
held in a single or cooperative grasp of a robot, end-effector 
control, and joint level control. Collectively, the various con-
trol levels cooperate to achieve the required robotic mobility, 
dexterity, and work task-related functionality. 
Humanoid robots in particular have an approximately 
human structure, function, and/or appearance, whether a full 
body, a torso, and/or one or more appendages, with the 
required structural complexity of the humanoid robot being 
largely dependent upon the nature of the work task being 
performed. The use of humanoid robots may be preferred 
where direct interaction is required with objects, tools, or 
systems that are specifically intended for human use. Due to 
the wide spectrum of potential work tasks that may be 
expected of a humanoid robot, different control modes may 
be simultaneously required. For example, precise control 
must be applied within the different control spaces noted 
above, as well as over an applied torque, force, or resultant 
joint motion. 
Conventional robotic systems may rely on task-specific 
end-effectors, part fixtures, and jigs to implement an assem-
bly process. In some cases, machine vision systems may be 
implemented and tuned to locate a specific part, and/or to 
confirm completion of an assembly task or a sequential step 
thereof Setting up such a system may be relatively time con-
suming, and often requires extensive calibration, robot pro-
gramming, and machine-level code compilation. State of the 
art machine vision systems may employ two-dimensional or 
three-dimensional vision systems and structured/engineered 
lighting techniques. The resulting assembly system may tend 
to be specific to just one set of like tasks and work conditions. 
Likewise, the set-up, commissioning, and support of the robot 
may be relatively challenging and time-consuming, with fix-
turing, tooling, and/or various material handling equipment 
normally required, thus resulting in added engineering, 
installation, and other expenses. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
Accordingly, a flexible visual perception system and 
method are provided herein allowing a humanoid robot hav- 
2 
ing multiple DOE, e.g., the over 42 DOE of a particular 
humanoid robot described herein, to automatically find, 
track, and measure a plurality of features and/or objects in the 
field of view of the robot, i.e., in the field of view of an array 
5 of different optical, laser, and/or infrared sensors thereof. The 
humanoid robot includes multiple robotic joints each being 
moveable through one or more DOE using at least one joint 
motor or other joint-level actuator(s), and may also include 
torque, position, and/or other sensors adapted for measuring 
io any required control and feedback data within the robotic 
joints and other integrated system components. 
A distributed controller may be adapted for controlling the 
various robotic joints and other integrated system compo-
nents needed for executing a particular sequence, including a 
15 visual perception module (VPM) as described below, by com-
municating control data over multiple high-speed communi-
cation networks. The controller may include a command-
level controller for transmitting a control signal commanding 
the performance of an automated or autonomous task or step 
20 by the robot, multiple embedded joint and system-level con-
trollers each directly controlling the operation of a respective 
integrated system component, e.g., one of the robotic joints, 
and a j oint coordination-level controller for coordinating con-
trol of the various integrated system components used for a 
25 particular sequence in response to the control signal. 
A portion of the distributed controller, i.e., the VPM, pro-
vides the humanoid robot with precise visual perception 
capability via a set of sensors, e.g., optical sensors such as 
machine vision high-resolution cameras, general purpose 
3o and/or ambient lighting, range finding sensors such as a short 
range infrared range imaging device, and/or laser devices for 
extracting positional data of the object, and one or more 
image processing hardware/software devices, i.e., a respec-
tive host machine and image processing algorithm. Automa- 
35 tion is enabled that significantly reduces the reliance of the 
humanoid robot on fixturing and/or other supporting 
mechanical structure for its basic operation, allowing tasks to 
be completed using tools and infrastructure similar to those 
used for a completely manual process. 
40 The controller includes the VPM, which may include a host 
machine, server, or other suitable processing device, as well 
as an image processing algorithm embodying the method of 
the present invention, and a plurality of sensors configured for 
collecting the required image and/or range image data that is 
45 ultimately processed using the host machine. The VPM may 
also include an auxiliary lighting system enabling automation 
without the need for application-specific engineered lighting 
systems of the type known in the art. The VPM, by executing 
the algorithm as set forth herein, provides precise object/ 
50 feature location and guidance in challenging threshold ambi-
ent lighting conditions, i.e., threshold low-contrast black-on-
black or white-on-white feature conditions, for a range of 
parts that might be encountered in conducting a particular 
automated or autonomous task. 
55 	 The algorithm automatically adapts the exposure time of a 
set of optical cameras to prevent feature data loss in threshold 
dark or light areas of a collected image. As noted above, the 
algorithm also provides black-on-black or white-on-white 
feature finding capability of like-contrast surfaces under the 
60 threshold ambient lighting conditions. This allows for the 
optimization of the sensors luminance dynamic range based 
on the need for the application to discern very dark or light 
features in the field of view. Additionally, the VPM may be 
used to "teach" or "show" the humanoid robot new automated 
65 task sequences, e.g., by showing the robot various data points, 
parts, poses, features in the environment, calibration artifacts, 
and/or sequential paths within a particular work area or work 
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envelope. These and other image processing capabilities are 
set forth in further detail herein. 
In particular, a robotic system is provided having a human-
oid robot with a plurality of robotic joints each being move-
able using at least one of a plurality of actuators. The system 5 
also includes a visual perception module (VPM). The VPM is 
adapted to visually identify and track an object in the field of 
view of the robot under threshold ambient lighting condi-
tions, and includes a plurality of optical devices adapted for 
collecting an image of the object, at least one position extrac-  10 
tion device, such as a laser device and a range imaging device 
adapted for extracting positional information of the object, a 
host machine, and an image-processing algorithm. The algo-
rithm is executed via the host machine to automatically adapt 
an exposure time of the optical devices to prevent feature data 15 
loss of a captured image of the object under the threshold 
ambient lighting conditions, both for very dark or very light 
features of interest at the extremes of the luminance range of 
the sensor. 
A method is also provided for identifying and tracking an 20 
object in the field of view of the humanoid robot under the 
same threshold ambient lighting conditions. The method 
includes using optical devices to collect an image of the 
object, using either or both of the laser and radar-based range 
imaging devices to extract positional information of the 25 
object, and processing the image and positional information 
using a host machine. The method also includes using the host 
machine to process the image and positional information 
using an image processing algorithm, to automatically adapt 
an exposure time of the optical devices, and to thereby prevent 30 
feature data loss of the image under the threshold ambient 
lighting conditions. 
The above features and advantages and other features and 
advantages of the present invention are readily apparent from 
the following detailed description of the best modes for car-  35 
rying out the invention when taken in connection with the 
accompanying drawings. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
40 
FIG.1 is a schematic illustration of arobotic system having 
a visual perception module (VPM) in accordance with the 
present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of the VPM shown in FIG. 
1; 	 45 
FIG. 3 is a graphical flow chart describing a portion of an 
algorithm of the VPM shown in FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a graphical flow chart describing another portion 
of an algorithm of the VPM shown in FIG. 2; 
FIG. 5 is a schematic illustration of the humanoid robot of 50 
FIG. 1 viewing an object through multiple views or angles; 
FIG. 6 is a schematic perspective view illustration of a 
calibration artifact or object that can be mounted to a hand of 
the robot shown in FIG. 1; and 
FIG. 7 is a schematic perspective view illustration of a 55 
point/pose teaching pointer tool usable for vision-based task 
training of the robot of FIG. 1. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 	 60 
With reference to the drawings, wherein like reference 
numbers refer to the same or similar components throughout 
the several views, FIG.1 shows a robotic system that includes 
• dexterous humanoid robot 10, which in turn is controlled via 65 
• distributed control system or controller (C) 24. The robot 10 
is adapted to perform one or more automated or autonomous 
4 
tasks with multiple degrees of freedom (DOE). According to 
one embodiment, the robot 10 is configured with a plurality of 
independently and interdependently-moveable roboticjoints, 
such as but not limited to a shoulder joint, the position of 
which is generally indicated by arrow A, an elbow joint (ar-
row B), a wrist joint (arrow C), a neck joint (arrow D), and a 
waist joint (arrow E), as well as the various finger joints 
(arrow F) positioned between the phalanges of each robotic 
finger 19. 
Each robotic joint may have one or more DOE For 
example, certain joints such as the shoulder joint (arrow A), 
elbow joint (arrow B), and wrist joint (arrow C) may have at 
least two DOE in the form of pitch and roll. Likewise, the neck 
joint (arrow D) may have at least three DOE, while the waist 
(arrow E) may have one or more DOE. Depending on task 
complexity, the robot 10 may move with over 42 DOE Each 
robotic joint contains and is internally-driven by one or more 
actuators, e.g., joint motors, linear actuators, series elastic 
actuators, other rotary actuators, and the like. 
The humanoid robot 10 may include a head 12, torso 14, 
waist 15, arms 16, hands 18, fingers 19, and thumbs 21, with 
the various joints noted above being disposed within or ther-
ebetween. The robot 10 may also include a task-suitable 
fixture or base (not shown) such as legs, treads, or another 
moveable or fixed base depending on the particular applica-
tion or intended use of the robot. A power supply 13 may be 
integrally mounted to the robot 10, e.g., a rechargeable bat-
tery pack carried or worn on the back of the torso 14 or 
another suitable energy supply, or maybe external to the robot 
and connected via electrical cables, to provide sufficient elec-
trical energy to the controller and actuators of the various 
joints and other integrated system components. 
The distributed controller 24 provides precise motion and 
systems control of the humanoid robot 10, i.e., over the vari-
ous joints and other integrated system components such as 
relays, modules, internal or external circuit components, etc., 
including control over the fine and gross movements needed 
for manipulating a work piece, tool, or other object 20 that 
may be grasped by the fingers 19 and thumb 21 of one or more 
hands 18. The controller 24 is able to independently control 
each robotic joint in isolation from the other joints, as well as 
interdependently control a number of the joints to fully coor-
dinate the actions of the multiple joints in performing a rela-
tively complex work task. 
The controller 24 may include multiple digital computers 
or data processing devices each having one or more micro-
processors or central processing units (CPU), read only 
memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM), electri-
cally-programmable read only memory (EPROM), a high-
speed clock, analog-to-digital (A/D) circuitry, digital-to-ana-
log (D/A) circuitry, and any required input/output (I/O) 
circuitry and devices, as well as signal conditioning and 
buffer electronics. Individual control algorithms resident in 
the controller 24 or readily accessible thereby may be stored 
in ROM and automatically executed at one or more different 
control levels to provide the respective control functionality. 
The controller 24 may communicate across multiple com-
munication nodes or connection points, and over multiple 
high-speed communication networks, e.g., Ethernet, multi-
point low-voltage differential signaling (M-LVDS) busses, 
backplanes, and the like. The nodes may be embodied as the 
various modems, hubs, bridges, computers, data routers, 
workstations, servers, etc. controlling the flow of information 
within the robotic system. 
Still referring to FIG. 1, the controller 24 is "distributed" in 
the sense that command-level control may be provided at a 
top or macro-level, with joint coordination control provided 
US 8,244,402 B2 
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at a lower or intermediate-level. The intermediate-level con-
troller in turn controls each joint involved in the control of a 
particular task or motion, and does so via direct communica-
tion with multiple low-level controllers. 
Therefore, the controller 24 may include a command-level 
controller referred to herein as a system commander 25, and 
a real-time joint and system coordination controller referred 
to hereinafter as the brainstem 27. The controller 24 may also 
includes multiple embedded joint-level controllers 29 which, 
as the description implies, are each embedded within the 
structure of the robot 10, e.g., within the arms 16, in close 
proximity to the particular joint or other integrated system 
component being controlled thereby. Joint-level controllers 
29 may be configured as one or more printed circuit board 
assemblies (PCBA) providing joint sensing, signal process-
ing, and immediate actuator control. 
Still referring to FIG. 1, control data and the feedback data, 
represented by double-arrow 11, may be exchanged between 
the humanoid robot 10 and the various levels of the controller 
24, including a visual perception module (VPM) 30V as 
described below, in order to ensure precise complex motion 
and systems control of the robot. The controller 24 may 
include a user interface 22, e.g., a control panel, display 
screen, and/or other human-machine interface (HMI) device. 
User interface 22 may be configured to separately facilitate 
access to the humanoid robot 10 at the operational and the 
programming levels. 
Within the scope of the present invention, the controller 24 
may also include application modules 30. Each application 
module is configured to control a certain environmental or 
peripheral sensory application. In one embodiment, one of 
the command modules is configured as the VPM 30V, which 
provides the robot 10 with flexible visual perception capabil-
ity supporting dexterous tasks. Such environmental percep-
tion/sensing capability or other related control functionality 
of the VPM 30V may be relayed through the various control 
levels of the controller 24 via the multiple high-speed net-
works described above. 
Referring to FIG. 2, the VPM 30V includes hardware, 
software, and sensors all linked to the robot 10 of FIG. 1. The 
VPM 30V enables vision-based operation of the robot 10 
without the need for application-specific engineered lighting 
systems to illuminate the work area and/or any object(s) being 
acted upon by the robot. The VPM 30V provides object or 
feature location and guidance under conditions of challeng-
ing light, low contrast surface conditions, etc., without requir-
ing fixturing or other infrastructure in the conventional man-
ner. 
According to one embodiment, the VPM 30V may include 
a processor or host machine 32, software in the form of an 
image processing algorithm 100, and sensors in the form of 
optical sensors or cameras 34 and a positional data extraction 
device(s), e.g., a range-finding sensor or infrared (IR) range 
imager 36 and/or laser projectors 42. According to one 
embodiment, the cameras 34 may be configured as high-
resolution cameras of at least approximately five mega-pix-
els, although different cameras providing other suitable reso-
lutions may also be used to achieve a similar result. 
The host machine 32 may be configured as a digital com-
puter having one or more microprocessors or central process-
ing units (CPU), read only memory (ROM), random access 
memory (RAM), electrically-programmable read only 
memory (EPROM), a high-speed clock, analog-to-digital 
(A/D) circuitry, digital-to-analog (D/A) circuitry, and any 
required input/output (I/O) circuitry and devices, as well as 
signal conditioning andbuffer electronics. The algorithm 100 
may be stored in ROM aboard the host machine 32, or in 
6 
another location accessible by the host machine, and auto-
matically executed thereby to provide the respective visual 
perception functionality as set forth below. 
The host machine 32 may be linked to the cameras 34 and 
5 IR range imager 36 via a high-speed connection 37 and 
respective hubs 38A, 38B. In one embodiment, the hub 38A 
may be configured as an Ethernet hub, while the hub 38B may 
be configured as a universal serial bus (USB) hub, although 
other hub configurations may also be used without departing 
10 from the intended scope of the invention. The cameras 34, the 
IR range imager 36, and the laser projectors 42 may be con-
tained or encapsulated within the head 12 of the robot 10, with 
a pair of the cameras being separated by a calibrated distance 
15 to provide three-dimensional (31)) stereo vision of an object 
20 (see FIG. 1) positioned at a focal point 40 in the robot's 
field of view. 
The VPM 30V may also include an auxiliary lighting 
device 44 having the functionality described below. The pro- 
20 jectors 42 and the lighting device 44 may be mounted with 
respect to a frame 46 that is likewise encapsulated within the 
head 12 of the robot 10 shown in FIG. 1. Such a frame 46 may 
also be configured to support the IR range imager 36 and each 
of the cameras 34. In this manner, data processing is con- 
25 ducted by the host machine 32 while the cameras 34, IR range 
imager 36, lighting device 44, and laser projectors 42 are 
securely positioned within the head 12. 
Still referring to FIG. 2, the VPM 30V includes a 4-axis 
redundant gaze control unit (GCU) 48, including an axis 
30 provided by the waist 15 of FIG. 1. The head 12 is moveable 
with at least two DOE, i.e., rotation and elevation. One or 
more actuators 50, e.g., joint motors, series elastic actuators, 
rotary actuators, and/or linear actuators, allow the head 12 to 
rotate or tilt as needed to adjust the focal point 40. Precise 
35 motion control over the gaze is provided via the controller 24 
of FIG. 1 and the GCU 48 of FIG. 2, with one joint-level 
controller 19 being embedded in the neck j oint of the robot 10 
of FIG.1 and dedicated to providing sensor and data process-
ing for at least one DOE of the joint. 
40 The VPM 30V of FIG. 2 used in conjunction with the 42+ 
DOE humanoid robot 10 shown in FIG. 1 provides automa-
tion capabilities that may significantly reduce the reliance on 
fixturing andmechanical structure, as noted above. This capa-
bility may enable automated task execution with a set of little 
45 or no more infrastructure requirements than would a com-
pletely manual process. Guiding by perception rather than 
fixturing may allow the mobility of the robot to have substan-
tially relaxed requirements for repeatability and accuracy, 
and may exploit the task-related guidance perception capa- 
5o bility. The flexible robot perception capability provided by 
the VPM 30V applies a strategy that includes highly-flexible 
robots/end-effectors, feature perception, and integration with 
human users or operators performing manual work tasks. A 
visual perception system that is flexible across an array of 
55 automated applications may facilitate the assignment of the 
robot 10 to a particular set of tasks as required by the produc-
tion mix and business needs. 
Referring to FIG. 3 in conjunction with the structure of 
FIGS.1 and 2, the algorithm 100 of FIG. 2 includes a portion 
60 or algorithm 100A that attempts to acquire properly-exposed 
images from one or more cameras 34 for use in vision tasks. 
Algorithm 100A starts at step 102, wherein exposure times 
are obtained for use by the cameras 34 when acquiring 
images. In one embodiment, the obtained exposure time val- 
65 ues may be exposure times used previously by the same 
algorithm 100A, as these values will produce properly-ex-
posed images if lighting conditions have not changed. 
US 8,244,402 B2 
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The algorithm 100A then proceeds to step 104, where 	 times, with the ratio being obtained using a calibration pro- 
image exposure times are set for the cameras 34. Onceset,the 	 cedure that measures the relative brightness of the images 
algorithm 100A proceeds to step 106, wherein images of the 	 obtained when the cameras 34 are pointed at identical scenes. 
object 20, e.g., a work piece, tool, or other object being acted 	 If the cameras 34 are believed to be identical, then that ratio 
upon by the robot 10, are acquired by the VPM 30V using the 5 can be assumed to be equal to one, so that all cameras have 
cameras 34. 	 identical exposure times. 
Timing of image acquisition may be controlled either by 	 Since lighting conditions can frequently be mostly stable 
software or by an external hardware signal. If multiple cam- 	 over the timeframe in which several images are acquired by 
eras are used, the synchronization signal is sent to all cameras 	 the cameras 34, the last converged exposure time may be fed 
simultaneously. This allows accurate stereo vision calcula-  io forward to the subsequent image acquisition cycle at step 112. 
tions to be performed since the acquisition of the two images 	 Exposure feed-forwarding provides an optimum initial value 
from both stereo cameras was triggered at the same instant in 	 for the exposure time, and increases the probability that only 
time. The synchronization signal may also trigger the record- 	 one additional image acquisition cycle will be needed to 
ing of other information, such as the position of the robot 10 	 acquire a subsequent useable image. 
in either joint or Cartesian space. Alternatively, the image 15 	 Referring to FIG. 4, the algorithm 100 of FIG. 2 may also 
acquisition process may record the times when the images are 	 include a portion or algorithm 100B for analyzing substan- 
taken, for example so that subsequent processing can com- 	 tially black-on-black images for the purpose of locating cer- 
pensate for robot motion between acquisitions of individual 	 tain features on monochromatic objects, e.g., a black inden- 
images. 	 ture on a black work piece. This capability relies on the use of 
The images are temporarily recorded in memory of the host 20 the aforementioned image data preservation exposure con-
machine 32. Image data preservation exposure control may 	 trol, i.e., algorithm 100A of FIG. 3, to ensure that image data 
be provided by automatically processing and analyzing the 	 is not lost due to excessively short or long exposure times. 
upper and lower intensity components of the acquired 
	
Algorithm 100B begins with step 114, wherein a maximum 
images. The algorithm 100A then proceeds to step 108. 	 threshold area of interest is selected in a larger image, i.e., the 
At step 108, image brightness may be computed using the 25 image collected at step 102 of algorithm 100A, for further 
host machine 32. Image brightness may be calculated based 	 evaluation. At step 116, the selected area is automatically 
on a single camera 34, or it may be based on simultaneous 	 evaluated using a histogram to thereby determine the extent of 
images from two or more cameras. In the latter case, the 	 the range of illumination of the area of interest. The algorithm 
measured brightness may be calculated in all images indi- 	 100B then proceeds to step 118. 
vidually, or it may be a mathematical combination (such as an 30 	 At step 118, the evaluated range may be proportionally 
average) of the brightness of the individual images. If the 	 expanded and applied to the test area or area of interest to 
brightness is determined to be satisfactory for the task at 	 enhance contrast. A histogram of the intensity levels in the 
hand, then the algorithm 100A proceeds to step 112, other- 	 test area are evaluated based on the range and distribution of 
wise it proceeds to step 110, wherein exposure times are 	 intensities. Based on the upper and lower limits of the distri- 
adjusted as needed. 	 35 bution, which frequently is a subset of the available dynamic 
Within the scope of the present invention, the nature of the 	 range of the image, the range of the distribution may be 
image-brightness calculation noted above is task-dependent. 	 expanded by linearly adding intensity offsets to the initial 
For example, when processing dark features on a dark image, 	 values, such that the distribution flattens and fills the entire 
the brightness of the image may be measured by taking a 	 dynamic range of available intensity values. This technique 
histogram of the intensity of the pixels in the whole image, 40 effectively flattens and enhances contrast for the conditions of 
ignoring a fixed percentage of the darkest pixels, for example 	 the test area where the intensity is mostly dark or mo stly light. 
the darkest I percent, and then looking at the darkest pixel 
	
The algorithm 100B then proceeds to step 120, wherein 
remaining If that pixel's intensity value is within an accept- 	 image gradients are detected such that features may now be 
able range, then the whole image may be deemed acceptable. 	 discriminated in the image. Other image processing steps can 
Similar calculations can be performed for white-on-white 45 also be performed at this step to discard selected image data 
processing, except that the brightness measure would be 	 that may interfere with operations in subsequent steps. These 
obtained by ignoring the brightest I percent of the pixels in 	 operations may include but are not limited to "thresholding" 
the image. 	 the image in a certain range of values and "blob processing" 
If at step 106 it is determined that the image brightness is 	 the area of interest based on the shapes of the threshold areas, 
not acceptable, then the algorithm 100A proceeds to step 110, 5o as the term "blob processing" is understood in the art. 
wherein the exposure time is adjusted, e.g., new exposure 	 At step 122, this may include, but is not limited to opera- 
times are computed. The exposure times may be increased or 	 tions that now operate on the simplified image that was the 
decreased as needed, depending on whether the image is too 	 product of the previous processing in steps 118 and 120. 
dark or too bright, respectively. This computation may take 	 Features of interest appearing in the simplified image may be 
into account the amount by which the images are too bright or 55 matched based on contour models or other suitable means. In 
too dark, the distribution of pixel intensities, and camera- 	 this way, the robustness and speed of the feature recognition 
imposed limits on the exposure times. 	 and/or other operations are significantly facilitated by the 
If more than one camera 34 is used, the exposure times for 	 simplifications performed in the previous steps. 
the cameras may be adjusted individually, based on the 	 Referring to FIG. 5, the robot 10 is shown holding an obj ect 
brightness of the images obtained by that camera, or they may 60 20, e.g., a torque sensing fastener driver or other work tool, in 
be kept in a fixed relationship to one another. In the latter case, 	 a hand 18. Most of the sensors of the VPM 30V (see FIG. 2) 
the exposure times can be based on a single camera 34 or 	 are encapsulated within the head 12 of the robot 10, as noted 
several such cameras, as in step 108. Keeping the exposure 	 above. Additional cameras 34A and 34B may be respectively 
times in fixed relationships compensates for different camera 	 mounted to a forearm, palm, or chest area of the robot 10 and 
gain settings, iris openings, or other factors that influence 65 to an overhead structure 45, e.g., a ceiling, wall, stanchion, or 
image brightness. The relationship between camera exposure 	 other suitably stable overhead surface or location within a 
times typically may be expressed as a ratio of the exposure 	 robotic work cell or envelope. The camera 34B may be used, 
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for example, to determine conveyor status or global scene 	 vided by the IR range imager 36, or size of the object of 
recognition. Overhead cameras provide a coarse localization 	 interest. Implicit in these cueing techniques is the co-regis- 
of objects of interest or the status of the process, such as but 	 tration of sensors' ranges and fields of view. 
not limited to that of any desired parts. 	 Referring to FIG. 6 in conjunction with FIG. 5, eye-hand 
Within the scope of the invention, automatic integration is 5 calibration may be provided by using an end-effector- 
provided of different views of a task conducted with respect to 	 mounted object 220 having a geometric pattern 60 to extract 
the object 20 in order to provide an optimal point of view. One 	 the 3D location and 6 DOE pose of a hand 18 of the robot 10. 
of the more important views to have is the point of view of a 	 This calibration object 220, preferably an object with easily 
palm of hand 18 facing the object 20. This particular view 	 discerned high-contrast markings 62 as shown in FIG. 6, may 
allows more precise centering in the approach of the hand 18 io be fixed via mounting holes 63 to the center of an end- 
to the grasp before contact is made with the object 20, and 	 effector's grasp, i.e., a palm of a hand 18, or reliably held in 
before any tactile senses of the robot 10 are usable. Implicit in 	 the grasp of robot 10 with known dimensional repeatability. 
these techniques is the co-registration of the ranges and fields 	 This allows instrumentation of the location of an end-effector 
of view of the various sensors. 	 positioned n the visual field of view of the VPM 30V. 
As will be recognized by those of ordinary skill in the art, 15 	 The 3D location of the position and orientation (6 DOE 
processing of vast amounts of array data is not only time 	 pose) of object 220 with respect to the head 12 may be 
consuming, but can also lead to task-irrelevant or false 	 determined by the VPM 30V, preferably using high-resolu- 
matches. Spatial attention mechanisms, on the other hand, 	 tion stereoscopic imaging techniques. To perform calibration, 
can direct limited computational resources to areas of the 	 the robot 10 may be commanded to move the calibration 
search space that are task relevant and also less likely to yield 20 object 220 to multiple locations in its field of view and to fix 
false matches. As used herein, the term spatial attention 	 its gaze on the calibration object. At each location, joint 
mechanisms may refer to range, epipolar/stereo geometry, 	 angles measured by the robot's internal angle sensors may be 
and/or field of view-cueing techniques. 	 recorded, as is the 6 DOE pose of the calibration obj ect 220 in 
Referring again to FIG. 2, range cueing utilizes relatively 	 a coordinate frame fixed in head 12. 
fast, low-resolution sensors to direct slower, higher-resolu-  25 	 A calibration algorithm (not shown) may be executed to 
tion sensors to areas of a search space which are task-relevant 	 align the visual space of the robot 10 with the geometric 
or that contain potential matches. In one embodiment, a fast, 	 movement space, preferably using a least-squares fit to match 
low-resolution sensor in the form of the IR range imager 36 	 the predictions of a kinematic model of the eye-hand relation- 
maybe used to provide time-of-flight (TOE) data that cues the 	 ship to the various measured poses of the calibration object 
faster, high-resolution stereo cameras, i.e., the cameras 34, 30 220. Alternately, other error measures such as the sum of 
which may in turn cue the placement of structured light as 	 absolute value of error components instead of the sum of 
needed from the auxiliary area lighting device 44. 	 squares could be minimized. In one embodiment, the cali- 
An example of range cueing based on task-relevancy 	 brated parameters may include zero offsets of the measured 
would be to ignore areas that are outside the work envelope of 
	 joint angles in a kinematic chain leading from the robot hand 
the robot 10 and segment the subsequent high resolution 35 18, up the arm 16 (see FIG. 1), and along the neck of the robot 
identification of a feature as that location in the range image 	 10 to the frame 46 (see FIG. 2). After measuring a sufficient 
is translated into the field of view of the hi-res cameras 34. An 	 number of poses with sufficient accuracy, it is possible to also 
example of range cueing based onpotential matches would be 	 make fine adjustments to the kinematic models of the links of 
to ignore volumes that are occluded by other objects that are 	 the robot. This technique exploits the meteorology capabili- 
at a closer range to the sensors. 	 40 ties of the VPM 30V and avoids the need for other auxiliary 
In addition, the IR range imager 36 and the cameras 34 	 meteorology devices to perform or check the calibration. 
offer complementary features, such as the ability of the IR 
	
Eye-hand calibration can be extended to both hands 18 and 
range imager to localize featureless surfaces. This can be 	 also extended to include coordination with externally- 
further refined by structured light from the auxiliary lighting 	 mounted cameras, such as the camera 34B. To extend cali- 
device 44, which is a task which the stereo cameras 34 cannot 45 bration to the second hand, the calibration object is moved to 
perform alone, and the ability of stereo cameras 34 to handle 	 the second hand and another set of data comprising joint 
large amounts of IR illumination, e.g., conditions where the 	 angles and the corresponding visual measurement of the 
task area is illuminated with direct sunlight which overpow- 	 object pose is collected, again at multiple hand locations. The 
ers the structured IR light source from the IR range imager 	 portions of the kinematic chain in common to the two hand- 
resulting in the loss of the range image output from the sensor. 50 to-eye chains, namely the neck joints and any intervening 
Epipolar cueing applies triangulation constraints to direct 	 links, may be calibrated by applying least squares minimiza- 
searches from the field of view of one camera 34 to only a 	 tion to the ensemble of measurements from both arms. 
handful of rows within its sister camera, i.e., the other camera 	 To calibrate the rest of the robot's kinematic chain, such as 
34. The width of the search rows may be further limited by 	 waist joint 15 or other lower extremities, the calibration 
knowing the approximate depth, which can be provided by 55 object 220 may be placed in a known location on any link that 
the IR range imager 36, or the size of the object of interest. 	 is more topologically-distant from the head 12, such that the 
Field of view cueing refers to locating smaller features or 	 kinematic chain from the head to the calibration object 
objects based on their relative position to larger features or 	 includes the joint to be measured. If the topologically-distant 
objects. 	 link is within reach of the robot 10, the placement of the 
For example, locating the tip of a cable, or the locator hole 60 calibration object 220 on the link may be accomplished auto-
of a component, across the entire field of view, may be com- 	 matically by the robot, otherwise the intervention of a human 
putationally expensive and prone to false matches. However, 	 operator may be necessary. 
searching for the same cable tip or locator after using an offset 	 Finally, to calibrate any externally-mounted camera, e.g., 
from a cable toggle or component edge may lead to faster and 	 camera 3413, the robot 10 may show the calibration object 220 
potentially more reliable matches. Finding a small feature or 65 to the externally-mounted camera(s), recording both the 
object in one camera's field of view can then direct stereo 	 internally measured joint angles and the location of the cali- 
triangulation based on approximate depth, which can be pro- 	 bration object as measured by the external camera. Compari- 
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son of the internally computed pose of the calibration object 
220, using the previously calibrated eye-hand kinematic 
model, with thepose as measuredby the external camera, e.g., 
3413, reveals the 3D position and orientation of the external 
camera with respect to the robot 10. Measurements of mul- 5 
tiple such poses may be resolved using least-squares to 
improve the accuracy of the calibration. In this manner, sub-
sequent measurements from that camera of other objects or 
features of interest may be accurately interpreted in the 
robot's internal reference frame, facilitating accurate motion io 
with respect to these, such as would be required to pick up or 
otherwise interact with such an object. 
Referring to FIG. 7, a 3D and 6 DOE pose-teaching pointer 
tool 66 may enable "teaching" or "showing" the robot 10 
various system locations and/or poses in the robot's field of 15 
view. This pointer tool 66 can be scaled to any practical size 
necessary that is compatible with the process at hand. The 
pointer tool 66 may include a pointer head 64 and a handle 68 
connected via a connecting portion 65, e.g., abar, rod, or other 
rigid extension. A series of visual tracking fiducial marks 162 20 
are located on the head. Using the pointer tool 66 may enable 
fast and easy point teaching of various points and/or poses in 
Cartesian space without the need to enter the immediate work 
envelope of the robot 10. Once an operator points the pointer 
tool 66 to an area of interest, i.e., a point 140, an image is 25 
captured and processed as described above, and the center 
location and pose of the pointer head 64 is determined in a 
spatially-calibrated field of view of the cameras 34. 
This location and pose may be mathematically transposed 
to a tip of the pointer tool 66 by a known offset based on the 30 
physical construction of the pointer head 64. It is this location 
and pose of where the pointer tool 66 is pointing that is 
returned to the controller 24 for further use as a "taught point" 
that the robotic system of FIG.1 can use in subsequent opera-
tions. Continuous updates of the pointer location at high 35 
frame rates results in the capture of a path that may also be 
used to follow or otherwise describe geometry saved for 
future use by the robotic system. This exploits the meteorol-
ogy capability of the flexible perception system to signifi-
cantly facilitate the set-up and configuration of the system for 40 
new tasks. 
Referring again to FIG. 2, an integrated structured light 
system may be provided via the auxiliary lighting device 44. 
Twin intersecting planes of laser light from the laser projec-
tors 42 may be used to extract position information from an 45 
object 20 having relatively featureless surfaces and contours 
where conventional stereo disparity techniques are unusable. 
A range function may be supported by finding the center of 
the intersection of the two planes of light in both a right and a 
left image, and then applying binocular calibration and the 50 
intersecting lines of sight to the distinct feature location of the 
planar light intersection in order to determine the 3D location 
of the surface where the reflected light is observed. 
3D scanning and instrumented surface model reconstruc-
tion may be accomplished by panning a laser light stripe 55 
across a surface with the 4-axis redundant GCU 48, recording 
stripe position with calibrated cameras and reconstructing an 
image model. The GCU 48 may also be used to gain multiple 
views of essentially the same scene. Evaluation of these dif-
ferent views can also provide an adaptive target gaze com- 60 
mand for the alternative points of view. This enables active 
gaze control vision for the implementation of object disam-
biguation techniques, range calibration check vs. known 
camera position movement, and occlusion resolution by "try 
again" gaze control. 	 65 
The location of an object 20 that a robot grasps in its 
end-effector, e.g., in a hand 18, is important to know if the 
end-effector is not capable of precisely fixturing the object in 
its grasp. One goal of a flexible end-effector is to at least 
control the object 20 without the object slipping from the 
initial point of grasp. This is a bit different from a fixture grasp 
since the precise location of the object 20 held in the grasp is 
not known. As objects in the form of tools are continually 
reused in the performance of certain work tasks, marks may 
be added to the visible areas of the object 20 to facilitate the 
reliable determination of the location or pose in the field of 
vision of the VPM 30V. These marks can be unique to each 
object 20, and can also be unique within each pose of the 
object to facilitate the generation of an approach path and 
grasp strategy for the found random location of the object 
within the work space. 
Within the scope of the invention, high frame rate, high-
resolution dual-camera tracking, i.e., tracking of the cameras 
34 encapsulated within the head 12, is enabled by operating 
one of the cameras at a lower resolution and a higher frame 
rate than the other. The image from the first camera may be 
used to segment a desired search area in a field of view, and to 
provide a "coarse loch' onto the target's location for subse-
quent image updates and incremental changes of location in 
the field of view. The location of this target segmentation may 
be transferred into the image plane of the second high reso-
lution camera for image processing by the host machine 32, 
including detailed analysis and location of smaller features in 
the same field of view. 
This practice may allow for a more rapid and directed 
application of image analysis tasks at a higher resolution than 
would normally possible if the entire field of view were to be 
evaluated for the same task. The high-rate tracking can run 
asynchronously with respect to the high-precision image 
frame capture. Images may be time-stamped at the time of 
capture, and the results may be synchronized at the time of 
evaluation to enable responsive and robust object tracking 
with precise results. Sampling of Cartesian or joint position 
feedback can also be time-stamped such that the closest time-
distance alignment of the image data can be attained. This 
technique can also be applied when one or more cameras 34 
are triggered by a dedicated signal such that there is close 
coordination of image acquisition and the recorded time-
stamp for that image and other data. This provides the most 
accurate synchronization of images and the robot's instanta-
neous position and other associated data. 
The process of image segmentation by gray level value or 
by colorrefers to locating smaller features or objects based on 
the relative position of that feature or object to larger features 
or objects. For example, locating a tip of a screw across the 
entire field of view of the robot 10 can be computationally 
expensive and prone to false matches. However, searching for 
the same screw tip after using an offset from a yellow power 
drill/screwdriver for dark image regions, by way of example, 
leads to faster and potentially more reliable matches. 
Furthermore, using the IR range imager 36 may provide a 
multi-spectral component that is not typically found in con-
ventional machine vision systems, e.g., two surfaces may 
appear similar in the visible portion of the electromagnetic 
spectrum while being more clearly differentiable in the IR 
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum; heat and water con-
tent are two cases were IR imaging can help. Implicit in these 
cueing techniques is the calibration of a whitebalance point of 
a sensor. This calibration would change based on ambient 
lighting conditions, e.g., differing amounts of sunlight 
throughout the day, or different overhead lights used in dif-
ferent parts of a factory, and can be facilitated using a cali-
bration artifact of known reflectance, e.g., a Macbeth color 
checker or other suitable calibration artifact. 
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Part of the flexibility of the VPM 30V shown in FIG. 2 
requires that the visual perception capabilities of the VPM 
remain reliable under changing ambient lighting conditions. 
Strict conditions of structured or engineered lighting may not 
be practical for a robotic system providing many vision-based 5 
functions for a series of diverse complex assembly tasks. An 
adaptive thresholding technique is therefore provided that 
exploits partial knowledge of the conditions in the field of 
view, and then uses this information to extract the proper 
threshold(s) to be used in further segmenting the image for io 
subsequent algorithm steps. 
The VPM 30V locates areas of interest within the image for 
the objects to be segmented. These small areas are selected for 
their representative grayscale or color intensity values based 
on the evaluation of the dominant peak of area's the histo- 15 
gram. This information is then used to calculate the threshold 
level that will differentiate the object area with the back-
ground or other objects in the field of view. 
The GCU 48 plays an important role in pointing the sensors 
and lighting devices in the direction of the desired field of 20 
view. The servo controlled "head" and "neck" components of 
the robot 10 can be directed under program control to specific 
predefined locations or to search and/or track features in the 
field of view as necessary for the task at hand. Auto-gaze 
functionality can also reduce the need to explicitly program 25 
the orientation and configuration of the head and neck axes, 
since interaction between features found and/or tracked in the 
field of view of the robot 10 can be used to direct the head and 
neck through the established kinematic calibration of the 
robot and the spatial frame of reference of VPM 30V. 	 30 
Due to a less structured task environment of the robot 10, 
only an approximate location relationship may be assumed 
when initially searching for features or objects in the field of 
view. In the first segmentation of the search, an easy to find 
reference feature that is associated with detailed target fea- 35 
tures is located somewhere in the field of view. If not located, 
then a task error may be generated or the gaze commanded to 
change, and the search may be repeated on the new image(s). 
Based on the task at hand, the detailed features may be found 
or the gaze may be commanded such that the target features 40 
can be seen in a specific area of the field of view. 
This may be useful in the instance when the target features 
are found, but are desired to be seen in the left side of the 
image, byway of example, such that other features can also be 
seen on the right side of the image such that a distance maybe 45 
measured or an object can be simultaneously seen by both 
cameras 34 in stereo for further location or pose determina-
tion. This can be done in the progressive sequence in just a 
few images and gaze control commands or a high frame rate 
tracking of a moving target and continuous gaze tracking 50 
servo. The continuous gaze tracking servo of target features is 
important so that moving targets can stay in the field of view 
and/or structured or engineered lighting can also be reliably 
tracking the features of interest. 
A truly flexible end-effector may have a plurality of jaws or 55 
fingers, e.g., the fingers 19, which may have multiple DOE as 
needed to perform a range of grasping tasks. These grasping 
components may be servo-controlled, actuated by linkage, or 
any combination of implementation techniques, as explained 
above. End-effector DOE angle or displacement relationships 60 
and position feedback devices should be properly calibrated 
to their actual mechanical absolute location. 
The VPM 30V may be used to support this calibration 
function by observing the pose and movement of individual 
grasping components with respect to a non-moving reference 65 
on the end-effector structure. Alignment marks or grasping 
link components may be found in the image, and their geo- 
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metric relationship may be determined visually while the 
end-effector is held in a favorable pose within the field of 
view. 
In navigation and reaching alike, obstacle avoidance tech-
niques may be used to avoid damage to the robot 10 and/or an 
object 20, as well as inadvertent contact with other objects or 
operators. Obstacle avoidance is a dynamic process because 
both ego-motion and external motion are possible. Whereas 
previous obstacle avoidance techniques focus on the imme-
diate surroundings of the robot, the VPM 30V considers a 
network of interacting agents with sensors of different, pos-
sibly non-overlapping, domains. The robot 10, a static assem-
bly cell camera, a human operator, and a parts delivery system 
or vehicle are examples of these agents. 
Obstacle avoidance warnings from off-board processing 
could arrive at the robot 10 via the host machine 32 and cause 
it to reduce maximum trajectory speed, less momentum if a 
collision does happen, or change joint compliances, limit 
paths of travel, etc. Additionally, the host machine 32 could 
pass on present and intended paths of travel of the robot 10 in 
order to coordinate traffic for safety and/or efficiency reasons, 
e.g., by activation of an audible and/or visual signal for 
human safety or a queuing of part kits. 
Underlying all machine vision-based tasks of the VPM 
30V is radiometric calibration. Considerations include: 
removing the effect of dead pixels, removing the effect of 
dark currents, normalizing pixel response curves, compensa-
tion for vignetting, modeling thermal effects, etc. Previous 
calibration methods typically consider a sensor by itself, e.g., 
a single camera 34, but the present invention may also con-
sider fusing information from complementary sensors, e.g., 
multiple cameras 34, 34A, 34B, the IR range imager 36, etc. 
For example, if one camera 34 is suffering from thermal 
effects, pixel values could first be normalized based on a 
thermal model, and in the limit of extreme thermal effects, 
can be taken from its sister or assembly camera and processed 
to yield new algorithmic fault tolerance. Radiometric calibra-
tion would also yield linearresponse curves for the aforemen-
tioned dynamic exposure algorithm, which could greatly 
reduce, or possibly eliminate, the search time in hunting for a 
desired exposure. For example, without calibration, to get an 
image twice as bright might require 1.7 or 2.4 times the 
exposure time; after calibration, a new exposure time could be 
directly computed. 
While the best modes for carrying out the invention have 
been described in detail, those familiar with the art to which 
this invention relates will recognize various alternative 
designs and embodiments for practicing the invention within 
the scope of the appended claims. 
The invention claimed is: 
1. A robotic system comprising: 
a humanoid robot having a plurality of robotic joints each 
being moveable using at least one actuator; and 
a distributed controller configured to control the movement 
of each of the robotic joints, wherein the controller 
includes a visual perception module (VPM) that is con-
figured to visually identify and track an object in the field 
of view of the robot under predetermined threshold 
ambient lighting conditions; 
wherein the VPM includes: 
a plurality of optical devices each configured to collect 
an image of the object; 
at least one of a laser device and a range imaging device 
configured to detect positional information of the 
object; and 
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a host machine configured to: 
process the image and the positional information to 
thereby visually identify and track the object; 
automatically adapt an exposure time of the optical 
devices to prevent feature data loss of the image 
under the threshold lighting conditions; and 
discriminate either of a black-on-black or a white-on- 
white feature of interest on the object by: 
automatically evaluating a small area of interest in 
the image; 
using a histogram to determine the extent of the 
range of illumination of the area of interest; and 
processing the range of illumination to thereby 
identify the features of interest. 
2. The robotic system of claim 1, wherein the humanoid 
robot includes a moveable head encapsulating the optical 
devices, the laser device, and the range imaging device, fur-
ther comprising a gaze control unit configured to control the 
moveable head through at least four axes of movement. 
3. The robotic system of claim 1, wherein the optical 
devices include at least a pair of identically-configured high-
resolution cameras configured to capture the image with at 
least approximately 5 megapixels. 
4. The robotic system of claim 1, wherein the range imag-
ing device is a short-range infrared (IR) time-of-flight (TOF) 
device. 
5. The robotic system of claim 1, wherein the VPM is 
configured to train the humanoid robot with respect to a new 
automated task by showing the robot at least one of a work 
sequence and a workpo se within a designated work envelope. 
6. The robotic system of claim 1, wherein the plurality of 
optical devices includes at least additional camera, wherein 
the VPM is configured to integrate different views of the 
object using information from the at least one additional 
camera. 
7. A visual perception module (VPM) configured to visu-
ally identify and track an object in the field of view of a 
humanoid robot under predetermined threshold ambient 
lighting conditions, the VPM comprising: 
• plurality of optical devices configured to collect an image 
of the object; 
• positional extraction device including at least one of a 
laser device and a range imaging device, wherein the 
positional extraction device is configured to extractposi-
tional data of the object; and 
• host machine configured to: 
process the image and positional data to thereby auto-
matically adapt an exposure time of the optical 
devices, and to thereby prevent feature data loss of a 
captured image of an object under the threshold ambi-
ent lighting conditions; and 
discriminate either of a black-on-black or a white-on-
white feature of interest on the object by automati-
cally evaluating a small area of interest in the image, 
using a histogram to determine the extent of the range 
of illumination of the area of interest, and then pro-
cessing the range of illumination using the host 
machine to thereby identify the features of interest. 
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8. The VPM of claim 7, wherein the humanoid robot 
includes a moveable head encapsulating the plurality of opti-
cal devices and the positional extraction device. 
9. The VPM of claim 7, wherein the optical devices include 
5 at least a pair of identically-configured high-resolution cam-
eras configured to capture the image with at least approxi-
mately 5 megapixels. 
10. The VPM of claim 7, wherein the positional extraction 
device is a short-range infrared (IR) time-of-flight (TOF) 
l0 
device. 
11. The VPM of claim 7, wherein the VPM is configured to 
train the humanoid robot with respect to a new automated task 
by showing the robot at least one of a work sequence and a 
work pose within a designated work envelope. 
12. The VPM of claim 7, wherein the plurality of optical 
15 devices includes at least additional camera, wherein the VPM 
is configured to integrate different views of the object as the 
object is located off the robot using information from the at 
least one additional camera, and from a perspective of at least 
one of a palm, a forearm, and a chest area of the robot. 
20 13. A method of identifying and tracking an object in the 
field of view of a humanoid robot under threshold lighting 
conditions, the method comprising: 
using a plurality of optical devices to collect an image of 
the object; 
25 	 using at least one of a laser device and a range imaging 
device to extract positional information of the object; 
and 
processing the image and positional information using a 
host machine of a visual perception module (VPM), 
30 	 including discriminating either a black-on-black or a 
white-on-white feature of interest on the object by: 
automatically evaluating a small area of interest in the 
image; 
using a histogram to determine the extent of the range of 
35 	 illumination of the area of interest; and 
processing the range of illumination using the host 
machine to thereby identify the features of interest; 
wherein the host machine is configured to automatically 
adapt an exposure time of the optical devices to thereby 
40 	 prevent feature data loss of the image under the thresh- 
old lighting conditions. 
14. The method of claim 13, further comprising training the 
humanoid robot with respect to a new automated task by 
showing the robot at least one of a work sequence and a work 
45 pose within a designated work envelope. 
15. The method of claim 13, wherein the humanoid robot 
includes a plurality of compliant joints each having a mea-
surable joint angle, the method further comprising: 
positioning the object in a grasp and field of view of the 
50 	 humanoid robot; 
moving the humanoid robot and object through a series of 
poses; 
using the host machine to track the object as it moves 
through the series of poses, including measuring each of 
55 	 the joint angles; and 
recording the joint angles using the host machine; and 
using the recorded joint angles to thereby calibrate eye-
hand coordination of the humanoid robot. 
